
 
  
 
 I am preaching from a place very familiar to the FPC family, our Memorial 
Garden. In this place are buried the ashes of ?? people, among them my father. There are 
people who died young in this garden, as well as people who lived to an old age. There 
are people here whose death was a horrifying surprise, and others who died after long 
illnesses, surrounded by family. What this Garden says about those who lie here is of far 
less significance than what it says about the God who named them God’s beloved 
children, and who, we believe in faith, holds them fast.  
 
 There is something holy about this space, about this circle of grass that holds those 
we love, about this wall behind me that bears their names. It is holy because the faithful 
of God have gathered here. It is watered with their tears of deep sorrow, it is hallowed by 
the prayers prayed here, it is sustained by the faith expressed here; faith, hope, and love 
attend it.  
 
 It is a place of witness to the resurrection. Many times when I have visited this 
space, sat on one of the wooden benches, looked from the circle to the wall of names, my 
mind goes back to that evening a little over five weeks ago, when we gathered in the 
sanctuary, filed up one at a time, felt a touch on our foreheads or the back of our hands, 
and heard these words, “Remember, dust you are and to dust you shall return.”  
 
 It is a stark reminder that all things – all the buildings, the economies, the political 
parties, our homes, our jobs, our retirement funds, and we ourselves – all of it, all of us, 
are temporary. All of it, all of us, go down to the dust. How little did we understand how 
the truth of that ashen promise would turn out to be in just a few short weeks. 
 
 And so we gather on the Fifth Sunday of Lent in this circle of ashes, and hear the 
voice of an ancient prophet who was living through a time of great turmoil, when the 
nation of Israel was in danger of extinction, living in exile, taking a stroll among a valley 
of dry bones. 
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 The Lord leads him through this field of desolation – not just bones, but dry bones. 
And God asks him a question. It is a question often voiced from this circle as well, it is 
the question hanging in the air when the ashes are traced in a cross on our bodies, “Can 
these bones live?” In this instance, it is preceded by a single word – “Mortal.” “Mortal, 
can these bones live?” 
 
 Ezekiel could say in response, “Absolutely not.” He could gaze out over the dry 
bones and see hopelessness and despair. He could look upon the exile of Israel and see it 
as a lost cause. He could, weighed down with so much prophesy that has gone unheard 
and give into cynicism. He could look at 3.3 million new unemployed citizens, over half 
a million infected, over 25,000 dead, hospitals overflowing and contemplating the 
unthinkable, whether to ration ventilators, and say, “No way. No way these bones can 
live.” 
 
 Or, he could look out over the expanse of bones and say, “Absolutely. I know 
beyond any doubt that they will live. I am so certain of it that I will go about my business 
as if all is well. I will tell your people not to worry; I will do like one television preacher, 
and hold my hand soaked with oil at the camera and tell them all they need to do is reach 
for their screen and God will heal them and protect their home. I have no doubt.” 
 
 Ezekiel does neither. Instead, he puts the question back to the questioner, “LORD 
God, you know.” And in that one affirmation, he acknowledges he IS mortal, that his life 
and the life of the world are in the hands of God. He knows it is about faith, not 
hopelessness; it is about faith, not certitude; it is about faith in the One who breathed the 
world into existence, and whose breath, whose spirit, sustains us now.  
 
 Families stand in this place, and the posture is always the same – faith. It is not a 
blind faith, it is not a doubtless faith, it is not a dry-eyed faith, it is not a simplistic faith, 
but it IS faith, a faith that turns to the One who claims us in baptism, sustains us at the 
Table, nourishes us by the Word, a faith that turns empty-handed, and says, “O LORD 
God, you know.”  
 
 I read recently about a 69-year-old woman, Jodi Beder, from Mt. Ranier, 
Maryland, who every evening goes out on her front porch and plays a cello, made in 1870 
in Prague, for thirty minutes. The neighbors love the concerts. On a recent night she 
played Bach and Randy Newman. She always plays Bach because he was one of the only 
composers who wrote for a lone cello. It takes a certain kind of faith to send beauty out 
into a world that seems to be unraveling; it takes faith to stand in a place where ashes are 
buried and bear witness that we may not know what tomorrow brings, we are after all 
mortal, but we do know who holds our days, and God knows.  



 So, in this circle, surrounded by all the saints, through doubts, through tears, 
through fear, in deep faith, we say that God knows and we remember the words Johannes 
Sebastian Bach wrote on all his musical scores, “Soli Deo Gloria,” to God alone be the 
glory. God knows. And that is enough. Amen. 


